
RA Masters Commission – Minutes
Thursday 27th June 2013, 1.00pm

Attendees: Mark Mussared, David Eichler, John Whiting, Alan Nicol, Fenton Jones, Cameron
Allen
Apologies: Susan Linacre, Nikki McAllen, Phil O’Dwyer, Charles Lloyd-Jones

1. John Whiting welcomed all to the meeting

2. Sub-committees Reports
a. Handicaps Sub-committee

i. Mark has reviewed and submitted to the group initial reports, including
examinations of the UK, US and Victorian alternative systems.  The conclusion
of the UK and US systems is that if there is a perceived bias towards older
categories in the RA rules, then there is even more so in the US and UK.  He
will continue to progress including looking at FISA Masters Regattas as an
independent data source to establish a ‘gold medal standard’ time in still
conditions for all categories.  Cameron to try and source FISA regatta results

ii. In absence, Susan asked what the purpose of doing the review was, and what
principles applied?  Mark’s response was fundamentally to create fair
handicapping over 1000m racing, and in the long term to extrapolate that out
to longer racing as well.

iii. John to provide to Mark historical results and times from Victorian long
distance sculling races

b. Alternative Events Sub-committee
i. Nothing to report

c. Australian Masters Sub-committee
i. David reported that the organising committee was up and running, meetings

being held with council and quotes coming in.  The organising committee is
waiting to receive the hosting agreement from RA.

ii. Mark is trying to get a hold of Chris Grummit to discuss the order of events.
Mark and others on committee will start to look at analysing the entries into the
2013 Australian Masters to try and ease Chris’ load.  David wondered if it was
appropriate to go to a full 4 day event.  John also wondered the
appropriateness of specifying a minimum number of lanes required for
Australian Masters events to make a workable order of events.



3. 2014 World Masters
a. John reported that Jim Lowe and David Pincus have resigned from the event
Organising Committee, and that RA were in discussions to appoint replacements.
Cameron to keep the Commission informed as to when replacements were found.
b. David wondered whether masters were likely to attend both Australian and World
Masters events.  Alan suggested that the WA masters were far more likely to attend the
Australian Masters.

4. Commission Minutes Distribution
a. John has received a request from the State CEO’s via Matt Treglown that they be sent

copies of the Commission minutes.  This was agreed to, and will be actioned once
minutes are approved by Commission.

b. Fenton queried whether the Masters Commission Charter should be distributed along
with the minutes.  This was also agreed to, and will be for Cameron and John to
prepare.

5. Other Business
a. Alan asked the group what the individual state situations were in regards to Masters

regattas and Masters competition in general to assist with a growing situation
regarding lack of Masters competition in WA.

6. Next meeting – 25th July, 1.00pm.  Sub-committee reports due: 19th July

7. Close of meeting – 1.49pm


